
Week beginning 27th April 2020 

Literacy Lesson 1 

I hope you all enjoyed learning about volcanoes in last week’s Home Learning. There are more exciting 

lessons coming up this week.  

In Literacy this week and next week, we are going to be reading a story called ‘The Firework-Maker’s 

Daughter’ by Philip Pullman. If you’ve already read it, that’s brilliant – you can still complete the 

lessons. If you haven’t already read this story, you’re in for a treat. Everything you learn over the 

next 2 weeks will help you write your own fantasy story. 

Let’s start with lesson 1. The aim is to use our imagination. 

Task 1 Read Chapter 1 (pages 1-15), which you will find on the next 4 pages. Philip Pullman has 

invented names for different fireworks. Can you find them by skimming and scanning the pages? Once 

you’ve found each one, write the list of names in your yellow workbooks with today’s date. These are 

the names you’re searching for:   

1. Golden Sneezes 

2. Leaping Monkeys 

3. Krakatoa Fountain 

4. Java Lights 

5. Crackle-Dragons 

6. Shimmering Coins 

Task 2 Did you find them all? Here are some questions I want you to answer about some of these 

fireworks. Answer them as fully as you can in your yellow workbooks. 

1. What ingredient did Lila put into the Java Light to replace cloud-powder? 

2. What does the Java Light now look like when it explodes? 

3. What did Lila then call the new firework? 

4. What ingredient does Lalchand say he puts into Krakatoa Fountain fireworks? 

Check your answers at the bottom of this page to see if you’re right. 

Task 3 It’s now your turn to create your own firework. What is your firework going to be called? 

What ingredient goes into it? What does your firework do when it is lit? Remember to be as 

imaginative as you can and most importantly, all your chosen words have to link in some way. Look out 

for all my chicken - related words! Don’t forget your punctuation and try and include a relative clause 

like me. 

Here’s mine: 

My newly invented firework is called the Chicken Dance, which contains a handful of grain from a hay 

bale. When the flame erupts into the air and reaches its limit in the sky, it hatches 3 egg-shaped 

objects that bounce, twirl, jump, roll and crash into one another. After 1 minute of ‘dancing’, the eggs 

explode and join together to make one large, bright orange light like the sun – it shines so bright that 

you have to wear sunglasses to protect your eyes. Once it’s shone as bright as it possibly can, it 

makes a loud ‘cluck’ sound and transforms into a cute, yellow, fluffy chick. What a sight in the sky! 

I can’t wait to hear what your new firework is like.

Answers: 1. (Page 3) Flowers of salt. 2. (Page 3 and 4) It sprayed out wicked little sparks, each of which 

turned a somersault before going out. 3. (Page 4) Tumbling Demons. 4. (Page 4) Scorpion oil. 



 



 



 



 



Week beginning 27th April 2020 

Literacy Lesson 2 

Our aim is to create a word bank to include ambitious vocabulary. 

Task 1 I would like you to design your very own ‘Word Bank’ on a new page in your yellow workbooks. I will let you know which words to 

put onto this page over the next 2 weeks. There needs to be enough room for lots of words or phrases to be inserted in it overtime. You 

will definitely need enough room for 20 words, but I would save some space for more. We will be using these words in our fantasy stories 

next week so keep them safe. 

Your word bank might have a colourful border; a bold title; bullet points; boxes inside; and pictures. You can call it whatever you want: 

Ambitious Words, New Vocabulary, Fantasy Words or My Word List. Here are some examples of what your Word Bank could look like. 

You might even want to use your Computing skills and design one on your device (if you have one). Remember, don’t put any words in just 

yet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 2 Now that you’ve designed your word bank, here are 4 words I would like you to include in it: 

 Scorched 

 Quivering 

 Obnoxious 

 Pestilential

Please go onto the next page for lesson 2 

continued. 



Literacy Lesson 2 continued… 

 

Task 3 With these 4 words I would like you to do 2 activities so that you understand the 

meaning of them. 

1. Go back to Chapter 1 of ‘The Firework-Maker’s Daughter’ and locate all 4 words. 

Remember to skim (look at all the words on the pages to see if you can spot them) and 

scan (look for certain letters in the word on the pages that might not be in other 

words).  

For example, if I was trying the locate the word, ‘obnoxious’ I would be scanning for 

any word that has an ‘x’ in it as there won’t be many.  When you have found each one, 

copy the whole sentence that contains the word. For example, in my book I would 

write: 

Obnoxious - Look what this obnoxious brat has reduced me to! 

2. Write your own 4 sentences using each word so you’re practising how to use them 

correctly. Use the definitions below to help you understand what these words mean 

and how to use them in a sentence. 

Definitions (in context of the story) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week beginning 27th April 2020 

Literacy Lesson 3 

Our aim today is to understand how to describe settings and characters. 

When describing a setting (a place where a story happens) or a character (a person/people in 

the story) we use words called adjectives. Adjectives describe nouns - which are people, 

places or objects. There are 2 things I want you to do in this lesson. 

Task 1 Read Chapter 2 (pages 16-33), which you will find on the next 5 pages, and look out 

for these 5 words. Remember to use your skimming and scanning skills to locate them. These 

words are all adjectives that describe a noun (person, place or object). Write these 5 

adjectives in your word bank that you created in lesson 2. In your yellow books, write down 

what each one is describing. 

 

 Self-igniting: What object is described as self-igniting? 

Self-igniting means it lights up itself without a match or fire. 

 Narrow: What object is described as narrow? 

Narrow means the opposite to wide. It has a small width in relation to its length like a door. 

 Sacred: What thing is described as sacred? 

Sacred means it’s holy and connected to a god. It may have been blessed and is quite special. 

 Eternal: What thing is described as eternal? 

Eternal means it lasts forever. It is never-ending. 

 Stoutest: What is described as stoutest? 

Stoutest means rather fat or heavy built. It can also mean quite strong and robust. 

 

Task 2 Let’s have a look at the settings that are described in this chapter. 

On page 19, Lalchand ran out into the alley and the fried-prawn seller pointed down a street 

in the direction that Lila had gone in.  

In your yellow books, write down as many things that were in the street when Lalchand 

was trying to get through. 

On page 20, there is a procession happening in the street. 

In your yellow books, write down as many things that were in the procession and what 

they were doing. 

On page 24, read the paragraph beginning, ‘The jungle was a noisy place.’  

In your yellow books, write down all the animals that are mentioned in this paragraph 

and what they were doing. 

The answer to these two activities are on the page after Chapter 2. 



 



 



 



 



Answers for Lesson 3 

1. The nouns that are described by these adjectives and the page where they can be 

found are: 

Self-igniting Crackle-Dragons (Page 18) 

Narrow gate (page 22) 

Sacred volcano (page 23) 

Eternal smoke (Page 24) 

Stoutest man/fisherman (page 28) 

 

2.These are the items that were mentioned in the different settings. 

Street: (Page 19) Crowded with rickshaw-drivers. Jostled with bullock-carts. A caravan of 

silk-traders. A market. The Grand Boulevard. A procession. A thick crowd 

Procession: (Page 20) Chulak, Lalchand and Hamlet. Musicians playing bamboo flutes, banging 

teak drums. Dancers swaying and snapping their fingernails. A troop of servants with tape 

measures ready to measure Hamlet’s new home for the silk curtains and velvet carpets. Flags 

flapped. Banners waved. 

Jungle paragraph: (Page 24 and 25) Monkeys gibbered in the trees. Parrots screeched. 

Crocodiles snapped their jaws. Snake sleeping in the sun.  Roar of a mighty tiger. 



Week beginning 27th April 2020 

Literacy Lesson 4 

In this lesson, our aim to write a setting description. 

We’re going to use everything we know so far from last week and this week. 

Task 1 I want you to imagine that your character, who you will need to create, was in a busy 

street with an event happening. The street was near a volcano (you can use the volcano you 

researched last week in lesson 4 to be part of this description) and a firework display was 

due to happen that evening. Everyone in the town was waiting eagerly for the display to take 

place with your newly invented firework as its main attraction. 

You will need to include: some of the words in your 

word bank from this week and a relative clause that 

you learnt about last week in lesson 5. Look out for 

these highlighted in my description below. Don’t 

forget to punctuate accurately and change 

paragraphs when you’re introducing a new person or 

topic. 

This is a fantasy description so you can be as 

imaginative as you like. It could include flying pigs, candyfloss hair or even trees that talk. 

Here’s my setting description. I’m looking forward to reading yours. 

Mai entered the narrow tunnel, that lead towards the hustle and bustle of the city centre. 

Ma’anshan was a beautiful city with a sacred river flowing through it towards the mighty 

volcano in the distance. The reason the river was so special was because it had healing 

powers. Mai’s family have had to visit the river before when her Yeye (Grandpa) became ill a 

few months ago. Even though Yeye was well-known to be a pestilential man in the city of 

Ma’anshan, she would always be eternally grateful for all the time she could spend with him.  

“Get out of my way. Elderly man and his granddaughter coming through!” Yeye exclaimed in an 

obnoxious manner. Luckily for them, Yeye was a stoutest elder so pushing his way through a 

tightly packed crowd was no problem at all.  

The street was littered with rainbow-coloured posters advertising the main event tonight: A 

firework display! Mai looked forward to this annual event for the whole year and it was 

happening this evening. Each year, a new firework would erupt into the air to open up the 

ceremony. Mai could not believe her eyes when she picked up one of the crumpled-up posters 

off the floor. Something like this had never been done before. Mai’s eyes opened wide when 

she read the bold words: SELF-IGNITING CHICKEN DANCE!

Word Bank  Self-igniting  

Scorched  Narrow 

Quivering  Sacred 

Obnoxious  Eternal 

Pestilential  Stoutest 



Week beginning 27th April 2020 

Literacy Lesson 5 

In our final lesson this week our aim is to understand characters. 

In most stories, characters change throughout. Their personalities change and their 

behaviour changes. This is because something happens to characters in stories that often 

makes them stronger. 

For example 

In the first Harry Potter book, Harry is made to sleep in a cupboard under the stairs at the 

beginning by his Aunt and Uncle. He was also bullied by his cousin. However, because he 

learnt magic and made some strong friendships at his new school, he was then able to be 

strong enough to stand up to his family and move out of the cupboard into a bedroom. 

Can you see how Harry changed from being quite weak and a victim at the start to then being 

a strong attacker to defend himself? 

Another example 

In one of the chapters in the Percy Jackson books, Percy and his mum are being chased by a 

minotaur. Percy is scared at first but when he finds out his mum can’t keep up with him, he 

has to become strong and attack the minotaur himself. 

Can you see how Percy was scared at first but then gained lots of courage to fight back 

because his mum was in danger? 

Your task 

Read the start of Chapter 3 (pages 34 – 41), which you will find on the next 2 pages, and 

keep track of a character called Rambashi. Rambashi’s behaviour changes from page 34 to 41.  

1. Can you explain in your yellow workbook how Rambashi’s mind changes from the start 

of the chapter to page 41? Why did he end up changing his mind? What happened? 

 

2. Predict what you think Rambashi’s next plan is going to be based on what you already 

know about this character. 

 

Answer to Q1 is at the bottom of this page. 

 

 

 

 

Answer to Q1: Rambashi was an evil pirate to start off with in this chapter. He kidnapped Lila and was going 

to keep her hostage. The other pirates even wanted to eat her! However, Rambashi then wanted Lila’s help 

with an investment and a plan he had come up with. He changed from being evil to being kind because Lila had 

helped save his life when the tiger came to attack. 



 



 



If you need any help with any work you have been provided, don’t hesitate to email us: 

year5@pocklingtonjuniors.co.uk 

Send us photos of everything you’re doing at home – it’s lovely to see all the activities you’re 

getting on with. 

From Miss Whitworth, Miss Childs and Miss Booth 

mailto:year5@pocklingtonjuniors.co.uk

